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I.  CONTEXT

1. The worldwide effort to combat desertification, to reverse the processes of
desertification and to mitigate the effects of drought in arid, semi-arid and dry
sub-humid areas, have substantial implications because of the geographical scope
of these processes, the number of countries affected and the population groups who
are the victims.  They therefore stand at the heart of the strategies pursued by
the international community in order to eradicate poverty, create propitious
conditions for sustainable development and save the biosphere from the threats it
faces.  The United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification, which has now been
ratified by most countries members of the United Nations and observer countries,
bears witness to the universal resolve to translate into new strategies,
institutional arrangements and appropriate machinery for concerted action and
cooperation, the determination of the signatories and country Parties to respond
to this challenge.

2. The Convention joins other international legal instruments which strive to
remedy the hurts sustained by the planet.  But it is also an innovative instrument
in that it has itself the role of relocating a clearly circumscribed problem in the
context of sustainable development, particularly in affected developing countries.
The Convention encourages further collaboration of activities carried out under its
auspices and those of other international agreements, and notes the trend in the
commitments of the international community not only to give new impetus to
internationally coordinated efforts for improving the quality of life of people
leaving in arid, semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas but also to deal with the issue
of sustainable development in an integrated manner.

3. The Convention should not be seen as initiating a separate programme to combat
desertification and mitigate the effects of drought: the purpose here is to offer
to decision makers and all relevant actors, an appropriate tool which could
contribute to putting affected developing countries on the road for an overall
development planning strategy.  In that sense, the Convention is as much a
development as an environmental undertaking.

4. The purpose of a strategic framework for the secretariat should be seen as
an effort to mainstream its activities and provide Parties and all interested actors
with information on the main areas of intervention in the context of the UNCCD. 

5. Now that the implementation of the Convention is beginning, it would seem
necessary to promote under the guidance of the Parties and in accordance with the
UNCCD provisions, a policy framework which could serve as an information source on
the activities of the secretariat.
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6. The Convention assigns specific roles and obligations to all relevant actors

and the secretariat constitutes one prominent element of that framework.  The

strategy to be put in place will serve essentially to help affected developing

country Parties to implement the Convention, bearing in mind that the secretariat

has neither the mandate nor the operational capability to meet every request.  It

is however the secretariat’s role to promote the implementation of the Convention

by providing various Parties with information that will enable them to coordinate

their efforts towards successful activities under the UNCCD.

II.  STRAGEGIC FOCUS FOR THE SECRETARIAT (2000-2001)

A.  Mission statement

7.  The Convention to Combat Desertification and Drought entered into force on

26 December 1996. Through it, the signatory and country Parties endorsed for the

first time a concept of international law which extends well beyond the specialized

topics that are generally the subject of such conventions. The international

community, which recognizes the global dimension of the problem of desertification

and the effects of drought as well as its social, economic and political

implications, has enacted legal provisions which refer expressly to worldwide

obligations relating to development and integrated action in the field of natural

resources.  The topic of desertification is thus no longer a specific environmental

problem, but forms a framework which can help countries to act in a more structured

and more consistent way in the various fields which influence the solution of the

problems addressed by the Convention.

8. In this respect, the Convention makes a substantial addition to all the

measures, programmes and resolutions which, since the first United Nations

Conference on Desertification in Nairobi in 1977, have sought, with uneven or

inadequate results, to respond to the challenges posed by this very grave threat.

The Convention contains many provisions which refer to integrated approaches,

methodologies, and specific and global measures which will make it possible to

tackle desertification effectively and enhance efforts to mitigate the effects of

drought.  However, the Convention has yet to find a true identity, in the sense of

the way in which it will be perceived by the actors concerned as an effective

instrument for combating desertification and the effects of drought.  It can hope

to reach this goal only gradually, essentially by means of practical action combined

with a substantial capacity for adaptation, and provided that major cooperating

partners are fully involved and supportive of the efforts of the affected developing

country Parties.

9. Indeed, the secretariat constitutes a key element of the machinery put in

place by the Convention. Given the fact that desertification is only one of the

major problems country Parties have to face, it seems important to have a

secretariat which could perform, in the light of UNCCD provisions and COP decisions,

key functions such as servicing the Parties, and facilitating upon request the

efforts of the affected developing country Parties in specific activities under the
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Convention.  Further, the secretariat should continue its efforts to promote the

comparative advantage of the Convention and to facilitate consultative processes

leading to closer partnerships.  This effort to link up with all actors including

the United Nations specialized agencies, developed countries and international

organizations, would be a consolidation of previous roles played by this secretariat

over the years.

10. It is important to underline that the functions mentioned can only be

discharged by taking into consideration not only the actual resources available to

the secretariat in responding to demand for services.  Account should also be taken

of the perception of the needs of the affected developing country Parties.

11. Taking into consideration the above, the secretariat would like to continue

working in a manner that helps restore an agro-ecological balance in the arid, semi-

arid and dry sub-humid areas, to take the necessary steps towards strengthening the

capabilities for implementation of the Convention at various levels, and to support

consultation on the participation process as well as the establishment of

partnership  arrangements.

B.  Components of the strategy

12. An important element of the secretariat’s role would be to continue providing

support to initiatives that may be taken by the Parties to ensure the effective

implementation of the Convention.  Of importance here are the primary positions of

the specialized United Nations agencies and other international partners, which have

complementary roles to play in UNCCD implementation.

13. The main elements of the secretariat’s strategy in the coming years would be

to facilitate the achievement of the objectives of the Convention, notably by:

• Making effective arrangements for and providing high-quality services

and documentation to sessions of the COP and its subsidiary bodies;

• Ensuring the linkages with other sister conventions and deriving

maximum benefit from the coordination of its activities with

secretariats of other relevant international bodies;

• Strengthening public awareness;

• Contributing to building appropriate methodologies for participatory

approaches;

• Ensuring the promotion of cooperation with public and private entities;

• Contributing to strengthening efforts to eradicate poverty in arid,

semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas through a UNCCD approach;

• Continuing the promotion of the role of women and other major groups,

including the non-governmental organizations community;

• Continuing the assistance to affected developing country Parties on

request and in accordance with the UNCCD and decisions taken by the

COP.
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14. This is a huge task, and the secretariat can only discharge it by working

progressively towards a well identified medium-term objective supported by the

Conference of the Parties.  It is expected therefore that efforts will be made to

ensure that the role of “advocacy” and “synergy” of the secretariat can effectively

be increased.

III.  MAIN AREAS IN THE PROPOSED SECRETARIAT

PROGRAMME OF ACTIVITIES

15. Since the adoption and entry into force of the Convention, the secretariat

has been involved in various activities under the guidance of the country Parties.

Reports on these activities have always been presented to the Parties during

negotiation sessions and the first two sessions of the Conference of the Parties.

The areas of action under the proposed programme are essentially a continuation of

the secretariat’s efforts to fulfil its functions in the context of the UNCCD.  The

said areas are as follows:

(a) Providing core secretariat services;

(b) Facilitating UNCCD implementation processes, including supporting

participatory development;

(c) Cooperating with the secretariats of other sustainable development

conventions;

(d)  Promoting awareness creation and facilitating dissemination and exchange

of information.

A.  Providing core secretariat services

16. In keeping with the provisions of the Convention, the action undertaken under

this heading will essentially be aimed at providing the Conference of the Parties

and its subsidiary bodies with the services functionally devolving upon the

secretariat.  Such services include institutional, legal and logistic support for

the smooth operation of the Conference of the Parties and its subsidiary bodies.

They also include liaison and external relations functions, as well as

administrative and budgetary functions.  As requested by the Conference of the

Parties, the secretariat will also continue to provide services to the Committee

on Science and Technology (CST).  Action will take the form of organizing periodic

and ad hoc meetings of the CST; carrying out the studies requested by the CST; and

facilitating the work of the CST between sessions.

B.  Facilitating UNCCD implementation processes, including

supporting participatory development

17.  In the light of the Convention and the regional implementation annexes, the

action undertaken in this field will be aimed at urging the Parties to the

Convention to draw up action programmes at various levels.  The secretariat will

continue to facilitate the consultative processes, which will lead to the conclusion

of partnership agreements and mobilize the commitments of major international
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cooperation partners.  The role of the secretariat will also be to take stock of

action taken and evaluate progress made in the implementation of the Convention.

For this purpose, the secretariat will work closely with the existing specialized

agencies that are in a position to take part in the UNCCD process.  In that sense,

it is expected that more institutional arrangements will be concluded with other

international agencies and organizations.  The whole purpose here is to put at the

service of affected developing country Parties the support that could facilitate

their efforts to implement the Convention.

C.  Cooperation with the secretariats of other sustainable

development conventions

18. As stipulated in the relevant provisions of the Convention and decisions of

the COP, the secretariat will continue the collaboration initiated with other

convention secretariats and international organizations such as the United Nations

Development Programme (UNDP), the United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and

the Global Environment Facility (GEF).  Arrangements have already been made with

the secretariats of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) and the Ramsar

Convention.  Similar arrangements are being finalized with the United Nations

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), UNESCO, UNEP and the GEF.  The

rationale to promote cooperation with these bodies includes the fact that they

present a convergence of objectives for achieving sustainable development.  In the

context of the UNCCD, this cooperation would contribute to a more effective

implementation of the action programmes at various levels.  Efforts will be made

to develop in particular the following: capacity-building, exchange of information,

networking, research and development, and the transfer, adaptation and development

of technology.

D.  Promoting awareness creation and facilitating

dissemination and exchange of information

19. The secretariat proposes to continue creating awareness among actors and world

public opinion regarding the challenges posed by the need to combat desertification

and mitigate the effects of drought. In a media environment dominated by the

globalization of the world economy, the problems relating to the long-term risks

of environmental degradation remain widely ignored by public opinion.  The objective

is essentially to prompt collective awareness of the worldwide risks arising from

desertification and the effects of drought.  This action will be targeted on the

main actors involved and the public at large.  The limited financial resources

allocated to efforts to combat desertification and the effects of drought constitute

one of the most significant pointers to the marginalization of the “environmental

emergency”.
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20. Pursuant to the Convention and under the guidance of the Conference of the

Parties, the secretariat has the role of an ombudsman for the timely and efficient

implementation of the Convention.  It is the task of the secretariat to continue

publicizing the text of the Convention and to draw the attention of the general

public to the challenges presented by the UNCCD.

21. The secretariat would like to put the accent on disseminating information on

the action taken so far.  Hence the secretariat should address in particular the

decision makers in the governmental apparatus as well as civil society and public

opinion in general.  Effort should be increased to introduce the subject of the

Convention into the fields of politics, law, education, research, science and

ethics.  The Conference of the Parties would ensure that the secretariat is provided

with adequate means to fully carry out these tasks and thereby promote the effective

implementation of the Convention.

IV.  OUTLINE OF THE PROGRAMME OF ACTIVITIES

FOR THE SECRETARIAT

22. In line with the provisions of the Convention and decisions of the COP, the

secretariat can only stimulate most of the proposed activities.  Most of these

activities are to be carried out by the Parties themselves.

A.  Institutional, legal and logistic support provided to the Conference

of the Parties and its subsidiary bodies

23. The provision of institutional and logistic support for the organization of

the Conference of the Parties and its subsidiary bodies, is a fundamental task of

the secretariat.  These activities involve the preparation of reports before and

after the sessions as well as the activation of a permanent system for monitoring

and evaluating the application of the Convention.  This would also include support

to the CST by creating contacts with research institutions and facilitating linkages

between the CST and the international scientific community.  The secretariat will

also continue to provide legal services for issues raised by the implementation of

the Convention.

B.  Liaison and external relations

24. The secretariat is the appropriate body to facilitate the initiatives required

for the launching of the processes of integration of effort to combat

desertification as a specific dimension of almost all development programmes in

arid, semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas.  Based on the previous work undertaken in

this area, the secretariat will continue to discharge its functions in close contact

with existing institutions that are involved in the UNCCD related activities.  The

external relations functions will also comprise the information, communication and

consultation services described in other sections of the proposed programmes of

work.
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C.  Evaluation of progress made in the implementation

of the Convention

25. Evaluation of progress made in the implementation of the Convention is also

one of the secretariat’s basic functions.  The secretariat’s task here would be to

collect and analyse  data reflecting progress made in the implementation of the

Convention.  The objective would be to serve the needs of various actors for

reliable information on the trend of desertification.  In so doing, the secretariat

will facilitate and support the effective assessment of progress towards attaining

the objectives of the Convention.  It has to be noted however, that this activity

requires the full support of the Conference of the Parties and the involvement of

various specialized agencies and institutions.

D.  Facilitating UNCCD implementation processes, including

supporting participatory development

(a) Contributions to promoting consistency between national action

programmes and the approaches recommended in the Convention

26. In partnership with other institutions, the secretariat would have the task

of promoting consistency between the national action programmes to be drawn up by

the Parties.  The role of the secretariat here is mainly to assist, on request, the

organization of seminars and workshops; stimulate efforts to tackle issues arising

in terms of the legislative and regulatory frameworks; promote participatory pilot

projects for local development; and assist national coordinating bodies to fulfil

their obligations under the Convention.  This support could take the form of

assistance in preparing national reports, capacity-building, and formulating

specific projects related to the national action programme processes.

(b) Fostering consultative meetings and forums

27. The secretariat will continue to stress the need for support towards a full

implementation of the Convention, especially in affected developing country Parties.

It is the secretariat’s task to recall that the Convention provides a unique

opportunity to establish partnership agreements and coherence by bringing together

all major players to support anti-desertification activities.  It is crucial

therefore that the secretariat explore further with the International Fund for

Agricultural Development (IFAD) and the Global Mechanism ways and means to

facilitate the implementation of the Convention in the framework of specific

arrangements.  The secretariat will also develop and strengthen its cooperation with

other partners including the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

(FAO), UNDP, UNEP, UNESCO, the World Bank, the World Meteorological Organization

(WMO), regional development banks and other financing institutions.
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(c) Specific contributions to help in the preparation of subregional and

regional action programmes

28. The secretariat will continue to facilitate activities upon request to assist

the subregional and regional organizations, in the context of the UNCCD.  This

support could take the form of facilitating the organization of meetings, seminars

and workshops; facilitating the mobilization of expertise likely to assist in the

identification of priorities; formulating specific projects; and monitoring and

evaluating action programmes.

(d) Support for interregional initiatives

29. The secretariat will continue to support interregional initiatives as it has

begun to do, by organizing the consultative meetings, which aim at promoting

cooperation among regions. At this stage, important steps have been taken by the

country Parties concerned towards closer cooperation between Asia and Africa; Africa

and Latin America and the Caribbean; and Central Asia, the Caucasus and Eastern

Europe.

(e) Supporting participatory development

30. The strengthening of cooperation with non-governmental organizations

constitutes one of the activities of the secretariat.  However, if this cooperation

is to be developed, the approach to mobilize non-governmental organizations would

be to pass on the message relating to the existing networks of institutions involved

in environmental issues.

E.  Facilitating dissemination and exchange of information

(a) Creation of awareness among actors and public opinion

31. Creation of awareness among actors and public opinion in general is a

fundamental dimension of the UNCCD process.  The public at large should be informed

of the risks posed by desertification and the effects of drought.  It should also

be persuaded that it has a role to play by contributing to currents of opinion and

taking initiatives in support.  The creation of this awareness involves a public

information policy which is consistent and multifaceted.  Such a policy could be

based on the production of information material aimed at the general public, the

dissemination of educational material for use by teachers, press campaigns and a

permanent interaction with the media.
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(b) Production of information material

32. The secretariat will continue the efforts already undertaken to produce

information material. It will include in particular a quarterly newsletter, press

releases, publications on evaluations and studies, programmes for radio and

television, information tools for the public (kits for spreading information about

the Convention, posters, etc.).

(c) Establishment of a reference unit

33. This unit will include an internal library with the possibility of consulting

documentary references over the Internet.  It will also include a computerized

system for access to the main databanks dealing with the issues covered by the

Convention.  It should be noted that the secretariat has become a recipient of

information and that it is therefore acquiring a reference collection of general

interest.

(d) Establishment of an information and communication system

34. The secretariat has developed an information and communication system based

on Internet technologies.  Electronic networks have been developed, particularly

in Latin America and the Caribbean.  It might be expanded by devising specific

programmes to help national focal points and other participants involved to acquire

appropriate equipment and training in its use.  The information “products” offered

to the Parties might include specific databanks dealing with the activities of the

secretariat, the Conference of the Parties and the subsidiary bodies, interactive

information systems on regional activities to implement the Convention (electronic

regional forums, country information networks, etc.), and networking of the

institutions and agencies expected to cooperate under the Convention’s regional

action programmes to combat desertification.

V.  CONCLUSION

35. The implementation of the proposed programme for the biennium 2000-2001 should

be seen as a consolidation of the previous activities in which the secretariat has

been involved since the adoption of the Convention: they have aimed at promoting

the Convention and facilitating the formulation and implementation of the action

programmes under the guidance of the COP.  The activities undertaken by the

secretariat have always been initiated at the request of the country Parties and

within the limits of the functions of the secretariat.

36. The programme before you aims at providing a comprehensive picture of the

secretariat’s role during the years to come and specific activities to be envisaged

in the context of the implementation of the Convention, especially in affected

developing country Parties.
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37. It is to be noted that the activities envisaged can only succeed if the

secretariat continues to mobilize collaboration and appropriate support of the

United Nations specialized agencies, relevant international organizations and the

non-governmental community.  Efforts made by the secretariat to support the UNCCD

processes could be evaluated periodically by the Parties.

38. The Conference of the Parties may wish to consider the proposed programme for

the next two years and provide guidance to the secretariat in the areas of activity

outlined in this document.
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Annex I

COUNTRY PARTIES AND REGIONAL GROUPS

WHICH HAVE SUBMITTED THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS

Paper number * Country Parties / Regional groups Page

1. Argentina 14-15

2. Canada 16-19

3. Cook Islands 20

4. Fiji 21

5. Italy 22-23

6. Japan 24-26

7. Switzerland 27-29

8. Turkey 30

9. Uzbekistan 31

10. Germany on behalf of the 

European Community

32-37

11. Group of 77 and China 38-45

*  Eleven contributions have been received.  These submissions are attached.
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Annex II

SUBMITTED CONTRIBUTIONS

Paper Nr. 1 Argentina

Sugerencias acerca de la estrategia a mediano plazo de la Secretaría de la

Convención de Lucha contra la Desertificación de las Naciones Unidas

Dado que el documento estipula las funciones de la Secretaría de la Convención de

Lucha contra la Desertificación en relación a los distintos aspectos que abarca la

desertificación, sería conveniente que la estructura del documento estuviera

directamente relacionada con las prioridades que tuviera la Secretaría en el

desempeño de sus funciones.

A nuestra consideración es fundamental priorizar la función irreemplazable de

coordinación y convocatoria que lleva a cabo la Secretaría, para lo cual el primer

polo mencionado: “Prestación de servicios sustantivos a la Conferencia y a sus

órganos subsidiarios” es fundamental, con las actividades que se proponen

correspondientemente.

Dado que la Convención establece que los Programas de Acción Nacional, Subregional

y Regional son el ”elemento central de la estrategia para luchar contra la

desertificación y mitigar los efectos de la sequía” (Parte III, sección 1, artículo

9), y tales programas corresponden a los puntos focales nacionales, subregionales

y regionales, sugerimos que el cuarto polo: “Fortalecimiento de la capacidad de los

centros nacionales de coordinación para orientar el proceso de aplicación de la

Convención” y sus actividades correspondientes, debería ocupar el lugar de segundo

polo de la propuesta en el Programa de estrategias de la Secretaría.

De acuerdo a ello, y respecto del punto D : “Actividades para el fortalecimiento

de la capacidad de los centros nacionales de coordinación”, se sugiere que el punto

42, sea replanteado, refiriéndose a la “Creación de un sistema de información

(actualmente subpunto d de dicho párrafo), e incorporándole el término

capacitación.. El texto sugerido del punto 42 es “Creación de un sistema de

información y capacitación que pueda responder a las necesidades de los dirigentes

nacionales”, para que los centros de coordinación nacional sean los que desempeñen

las actividades planteadas en los subpuntos a), b) y c) de dicho punto 42.

De este modo, dicha actividad concreta de apoyo de la Secretaría hacia los centros

regionales, fomentará el concepto de delegación, fortaleciendo a los centros

nacionales, los que así podrían estar a cargo de la actividad propuesta como punto

C-2 “Actividades de apoyo de las dinámicas participativas y de la intervención de

la sociedad”- “Promoción de las metodologías, las experiencias y las iniciativas

de base orientadas para la puesta en práctica de los procesos participativos y los

enfoques de desarrollo local”, teniendo la Secretaría la función de apoyar dicha
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actividad y no de realizarla, siendo la selección y desarrollo de las metodologías

adecuadas función del centro nacional de coordinación.

Respecto al punto E : “Actividades relativas a los servicios de carácter científico

y tecnológico” , se plantea el interrogante acerca de si se justifica (de acuerdo

al grado de necesidad) lo establecido en el subpunto 3: “Establecimiento y

activación de un núcleo de asesoramiento científico en la Secretaría”, dado que las

actividades concretas desarrolladas en el ámbito científico - tecnológico las lleva

a cabo dicho Comité, teniendo la Secretaría la función de apoyo y seguimiento de

las actividades del mismo.

Asimismo se sugiere consolidar en un mismo subpunto los párrafos correspondientes

al E-4 subpuntos 48y 49 : “Contribución al desarrollo de los conocimientos en los

campos de estudio específicos y apoyo a programas de investigación temática de

ámbito regional o subregional” con el E-1 :: “Apoyo al Comité de Ciencia y

Tecnología”, ya que las actividades sustantivas en este aspecto se llevarán a cabo

por parte del Comité.

Con respecto al punto F: “Actividades de difusión de los conocimientos e intercambio

de información”, en lo que respecta al subpunto 1 : “Concientización de los

participantes y de la opinión pública en general”, no queda claro si la oficina de

prensa que se propone establecer para concientizar al público en general en

beneficio de la aplicación de la Convención sería en sus funciones una oficina de

la Secretaría en cumplimiento de su objetivo básico de ser “Centro de documentación

al servicio de las Partes de la Convención”  funcionando como parte de ésta, aún

cuando estuviera situada en algún país africano como menciona el documento, o si

sería una sede independiente. 

En el primer caso sería conveniente analizar en mayor profundidad la idea de

instalarla en algún país y no en la sede propia de la Secretaría. Si fuera

independiente, se sugiere que ésta lleve a cabo sus funciones en un país cuyo

Programa de Acción Nacional esté en vigencia, siendo esta oficina  un elemento más

de implementación del PAN, fortaleciendo al mismo y haciendo que la aplicación de

la Convención en dicho país se concrete a través de una nueva actividad.

En definitiva se sugiere en este primer análisis  que el objetivo primario de

favorecer la aplicación de la Convención por parte de la Secretaría se lleve a cabo

mediante actividades de promoción y apoyo que fortalezcan los Programas de Acción

Nacional, Subregional y Regional a través de sus centros de coordinación nacional,

favoreciendo una mayor participación en diferentes niveles. Por ello sugerimos que

a partir del objetivo primario señalado, la Secretaría priorice sus funciones de

coordinación y convocatoria indelegables y fundamentales para un más eficiente

funcionamiento del sistema.
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Paper Nr. 2 Canada

CONVENTION SUR LA LUTTE CONTRE LA DÉSERTIFICATION

Stratégie à moyen terme du Secrétariat (ICCD/COP(2)/6)

INTRODUCTION:

Le Secrétariat a joué un rôle pivot dans la coordination des négociations et

l'adoption de la Convention et, plus récemment, dans la promotion de sa ratification

par les pays membres des Nations Unies et sa mise en œuvre. Maintenant que la mise

en œuvre de la Convention a débuté et que le mécanisme global est en fonction, le

Secrétariat a voulu définir sa stratégie à moyen terme afin de mieux guider ses

actions. Lors de la deuxième réunion de la Conférence des Parties (CdP) à la

Convention sur la lutte contre la désertification (CCD), la CdP a examiné la

stratégie à moyen terme du Secrétariat (ICCD/COP(2)/6) qui a donné lieu à des débats

sur le rôle et les fonctions du Secrétariat. Les pays en développement se sont en

général montrés favorables à la stratégie telle que présenté par le Secrétariat.

Les pays de l'OCDE, dont le Canada, ont quant à eux soulevé certaines réserves

puisque à certains égards la stratégie conférait au Secrétariat un rôle accru par

rapport à celui défini dans la Convention pouvant mener à l’éventuel double emploi

et entraîner des coûts importants. La Conférence des parties a donc remis l'examen

de la stratégie à la 3è réunion de la CdP et a invité les Parties à soumettre leur

point de vue avant le 30 avril 1999.

POSITION CANADIENNE:

1. Bien que nous reconnaissons que le Secrétariat a un rôle à jouer au niveau

des trois idées force promues par la stratégie tel que stipulées au point 9 soit

"être un point de référence pour l'échange d'information", "promouvoir la

sensibilisation des acteurs et de l'opinion quant à la problématique de la

désertification" et "servir de moteur à la création de synergies au sein de la

coopération globale, régionale et nationale", le rôle premier du Secrétariat est

de venir en appui à la CdP et ses organes subsidiaires. Dans l'énoncé de mission

(II(A) para. 8), le document reconnaît que le rôle du Secrétariat en est un d'appui

et qu'il n'est pas un organe opérationnel. Cependant, plusieurs éléments de la

stratégie sont clairement d'ordre opérationnel et dépasse la mandat prévu dans la

convention, notamment aux articles 23 (fonctions du Secrétariat) et aux Annexe I

(art 18), Annexe II (art 8), Annexe III (art 7). 

2. La stratégie brosse un tableau maximaliste de ce que pourrait être le rôle

du Secrétariat sans tenir suffisamment compte du rôle joué par d'autres organes,

notamment le mécanisme global, le comité de la science et de la technologie (CST),

les agences onusiennes, et autres organisations intergouvernementales ainsi que le

rôle direct joué par les Parties eux-mêmes. Si elle était mise en œuvre, elle

conduirait inévitablement à des doubles emplois avec ces autres organes et créerait,

à toute fin pratique, une nouvelle institution opérationnelle.
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3. Naturellement, en vertu de l'article 23 (2) (g), les Parties peuvent confier

d'autres fonctions au Secrétariat que celles déjà prévues dans la Convention.

Toutefois, au moment où s'amorce à peine la mise en œuvre de la Convention, on

devrait s'en tenir en principe aux fonctions prévues dans la Convention, à savoir:

a) fonction principale: appui aux organes institutionnels (COP, CST et groupes

ad hoc);

b) sur demande, aide aux pays affectés pour compilation et préparation de

rapports (art 23 (2) (c)), faciliter, en collaboration avec d'autres institutions,

l'aide technique pour préparer les rapports (art 26 (7)) et rédiger une synthèse

des rapports;

c) coordination des activités avec d'autres agences compétentes (PNUD, PNUE,

etc.) : le Secrétariat pourrait jouer un rôle de liaison pour aider la CdP à

s'assurer qu'il n'y a pas duplication des efforts, en ayant une bonne connaissance

et en informant la CdP sur les initiatives des autres institutions engagées dans

des programmes de lutte à la désertification, comme le PNUE (Programme des Nations

Unies pour l’environnement), le PNUD (Programme des Nations Unies pour le

Développement, le FIDA (Fonds international de développement agricole), le CILSS

(Comité permanent inter-Etats de lutte contre la sécheresse dans le Sahel), la

Banque mondiale et les banques de développement régional.

d) le Secrétariat a certes, aussi à jouer un certain rôle de promotion de la

Convention tel que proposé dans le document (sensibilisation, etc.).

4. Au point 11 (A) para. 9, il est indiqué que le Secrétariat sera une source

d'analyses scientifiques et techniques pour les Parties. Or, bien que le Secrétariat

pourrait avoir un rôle à jouer faciliter l'échange d'informations scientifiques et

techniques, la fonction d'analyses scientifiques et techniques reviendrait au comité

scientifique et technique ou à d'autres organes spécialisés. 

5. En ce qui concerne les six piliers du programme d'action:

a) Premier pilier (para 20) et paras 26-28: Ce premier pilier "fournir les

services de secrétariat à la CdP et aux autres organes subsidiaires est la

principale fonction du Secrétariat. Elle comprend l'appui

institutionnel/légal/logistique, les relations extérieures, le suivi des progrès,

les fonctions administratives et la gestion du budget.  Certaines tâches décrites

sous les autres piliers pourraient donc être classées sous cette catégorie. La

référence à "l'activation d'un système permanent de suivi et d'évaluation de

l'application de la Convention" soulève des inquiétudes.  Le Secrétariat n'est pas

doté de l'expertise technique pour faire lui-même une telle évaluation.  Ce genre

de travail relève plutôt d'organisations spécialisées comme le PNUE et le PNUD, qui

disposent de l'expertise requise pour le suivi et l'évaluation.  Par contre, le

Secrétariat a un rôle à jouer en ce qui a trait à la compilation et à la

transmission de l'information (via Internet, etc.) sur le statut des pays en terme
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d'élaboration et de mise en œuvre des plans d'action nationaux. Tel que suggéré au

para 29, le Secrétariat préparera des synthèses des rapports des parties sur la mise

en œuvre conformément aux articles 16 et 17 de la procédure de communication

d'information et d'examen de la mise en œuvre. Ces fonctions n'appellent pas "un

renforcement spécialisé du Secrétariat" comme suggéré au para 29. Le Secrétariat

devrait coordonner l'action des divers intervenants en matière de lutte contre la

désertification, tel que proposé au para 27.

b) Deuxième pilier (para 21 et 34 et 35): Le rôle du Secrétariat dans ce domaine

en est un de soutien, plutôt qu'opérationnel. Le para. 34 prête à une interprétation

assez large “soutien qu'il sera appelé à apporter à la préparation des programmes

d'action nationaux”, d'autant plus que plus loin dans le document on parle de

renforcement des capacités et de formation, un rôle plus opérationnel. Les

propositions de projets devraient être initiées par les pays affectés par la

désertification ou les institutions régionales et être acheminées directement aux

institutions de financement.

Le rôle proposé au para.31 est lié à la fonction "liaisons et relations

externes" sous le Pilier 1.  Le para. 32 propose un rôle au Secrétariat qui entre

en conflit avec le mandat du mécanisme global. 

c) Troisième pilier: le travail sur le terrain pour encourager la participation

de la société civile, etc., est extrêmement important mais est plutôt le travail

d'autres organisations comme le PNUD et les Parties eux-mêmes.  Le Secrétariat ne

devrait pas avoir de rôle opérationnel sur le terrain car il y aurait double emploi

avec le PNUD et d'autres organisations internationales et les Parties eux-mêmes.

Para. 37 et 38. Quant au rôle de coopération avec les ONG, il est pertinent dans

la mesure où il s'inscrit dans la fonction * liaison et relations externes +

proposée au para. 31 (Pilier 1).

d) Quatrième pilier (para 23 et 41 et 44): le renforcement des capacités est

manifestement souhaitable mais c'est le PNUD et d'autres agences opérationnelles

qui devraient s'en charger, de concert avec les pays développés.  

e) Cinquième pilier (para 24 et 44-49) : le Secrétariat a un rôle de soutien au

CST. Le Secrétariat devrait en effet s'assurer de la mise en place d'un réseau

d'information (sur Internet, etc.) regroupant les organismes compétents tant à

l'échelle nationale qu'internationale, pour disséminer l'information scientifique

et technique de même que les informations générales sur la mise en œuvre de la

convention.  Ce rôle ne devrait pas être confondu avec celui du CST, qui lui doit

fournir des avis spécialisés aux Parties. Il n'y aurait donc pas lieu d'établir un

noyau permanent multidisciplinaire de conseillers scientifiques. 

f) Sixième pilier: l'échange d'information est un rôle approprié et nécessaire.

Toutefois, cette fonction peut être accomplie sans la mise en place d'une structure

interne lourde et onéreuse (bureau de presse, système d'information et de
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communication complexe, etc.). La portée de cette fonction reste à être définie par

les Parties.

6. Faciliter la participation des femmes devrait faire partie intégrante de la

stratégie, particulièrement en ce qui concerne la stratégie de communications

(pilier 6), les relations externes (pilier 1), etc.

7. D'autre part, le Canada est d'accord que les résultats des activités de

programme devraient être évalués à COP4 avant de finaliser. La CdP devra réfléchir

sur les indicateurs qui permettront de mesurer les progrès.

8. Para. 48 devrait être re-formulé pour refléter les décisions prises sur la

portée du mandat du CST.

9. Le paragraphe 61 devrait être éliminé ou rephrasé pour être davantage en

conformité avec l'avant-propos, les objectifs et les principes de la Convention.

Le langage utilisé "Hence forth the laws of nature apply to the political level;

in ecological matters sovereignty becomes worldwide by necessity" ... "In the long

run it will be necessary to consider steps to punish the destruction of the

environment or to better judge attacks on the equilibria of the biosphere.

Consideration of the legal aspects of the international protection of the

environment will no doubt continue in the coming year" s'éloigne de l'esprit de la

Convention qui ne se confère pas un rôle de contrôle et de police mais promouvoit

plutôt une meilleure coordination des efforts, le renforcement des capacités, la

création d'un environnement propice aux actions, etc.
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Paper Nr. 3 Cook Islands

CONVENTION TO COMBAT DESERTIFICATION

MEDIUM TERM STRATEGY

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Immigration would like to make to following

comments on the Medium Term Strategy of the Secretariat.

As a State Party to the Convention, we feel that the language used is in

certain areas tediously wordy, introducing several ideas that could be effectively

dealt with in shorter and succinct sentences identifying each idea.  We would prefer

that the language be simplified, so that interested Parties who do not necessarily

deal with desertification issues on a daily basis like government Ministers can pick

up the Strategy and be able to read and comprehend the document without any great

difficulty. For example:

• In paragraph 12 – please define “empirical delimitation”

• Paragraph 22 – last sentence – “…application of measures directed

towards this end, both at the national and regional and at the local

level.” – to be consistent with the Strategy, we propose that local

level be deleted and replaced with national level.

• Paragraph 20 – fourth sentence – we propose that the reference to the

word “kingpin” be deleted and be replaced by “…the secretariat would

appear to provide key inputs in a network of interactions…”

• In paragraph 27, please define the term “subsidiarities”

• In paragraph 27 – last sentence – the conjunction “and” is missing from

between the words “…the Intergovernmental Authority on Development

(IGAD) [and] national organizations.”

• In paragraph 45, please define what a “pole” of reference means. Is

there an alternative term to “pole”?
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Paper Nr. 4 Fiji

WRITTEN SUBMISSION BY THE UNCCD PARTIES ON THE MEDIUM TERM

STRATEGY OF THE SECRETARIAT

The Government of Fiji endorses the Medium Term Strategy prepared by the Secretariat

and trust that it would provide a valuable platform in the implementation of the

Convention’s programme proposals.
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Paper Nr. 5 Italy

MEDIUM TERM STRATEGY FOR THE PERMANENT SECRETARIAT

COP II decided to re-examine doc. ICCD/COP(2)/6 on the bases of that document and

of suggestions or observations received by the Secretariat before April 30, 1999.

To this effect we offer the following considerations and suggestions.

Document 6 must be praised as a sincere and concrete effort to look into the future

of the Secretariat role within the process of the enforcement of the Convention.

However, it seems to take as a starting point the activity that the Secretariat

developed in the preliminary phase of the Convention’s existence when neither the

Global Mechanism nor the Committee on Science and Technology were in existence or

had started to function. The consequence of this is that document 6 appears to be

in several aspects too ambitious or to run the risk of creating unneeded

duplications or overlapping. Thus:

Point 7 states that the Secretariat is a central element of the system created by

the Convention while for the Parties the implementation of the Convention plays only

a marginal role. Such a statement is evidently going beyond what it probably meant

to say, i.e. that the Secretariat is one of the very important organs of the system

created by the Convention in order to allow the Parties to better implement it in

full respect of their indications. Point 7 should therefore be rephrased

accordingly. The same should be said for point 8, not to give the impression that

what is suggested is to give the Secretariat a mandate not in conformity with the

main objectives fixed by art.23 of the Convention.

Point 12 can be retained only as far as the first sentence, while only the last

sentence of point 13 is acceptable if conveniently rephrased. The assertion

contained in point 15 that the Secretariat should become the “propeller” of the

strategic element needs to be modified in the sense that is should be an “element

of sensibilization”.

The fifth of the six pillars set by document 6 appears to overlap the field of

responsibility of the Committee on Science and Technology, to which point 24 makes,

instead, a correct reference, as having a proactive role in all the matters that

fall within its competence.

The assertion contained in point 30 that the Secretariat “refuse” to become a

bureaucratic institution is evidently not condivisible, because it contradicts the

main idea expressed by art.23 of the Convention which clearly and specifically

indicates the tasks that the Secretariat is called to perform. It is true that

several geographical Annexes assign to the Secretariat also other and more active

roles but these should be envisaged in a different and subsidiary context. Otherwise

it would not be possible to understand why art.23 so precisely indicates specific
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tasks and only mentions “other” possible tasks at the very end of the list. To

accept the proposal of document 6 would completely change the “philosophy” on which

the Secretariat’s tasks have been foreseen by the Convention.

The proposal contained in point 47 runs the risk of setting up a new organ that

would be an unneeded duplication of the already existing ones, while being at the

same time a complicating factor and possible source of more expenses.

Finally, points from 59 to 62 seem superfluous and somewhat too much dictated by

considerations of a “philosophical” and methodological character to include them

in a text that should be as concrete and clear as possible in as much as it must

define the precise scope of the tasks that the Secretariat is called to perform by

the fundamental and already above mentioned art.23 of the Convention, point 2

letters from (a) to (f).
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Paper Nr. 6 Japan

JAPAN’S COMMENTS ON THE MEDIUM TERM STRATEGY OF THE SECRETARIAT FOR THE

CONVENTION TO COMBAT DESERTIFICATION

April 1999

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan

1. Based on the notion that the Secretariat itself should fulfill the function

of providing comprehensive support to the parties to the Convention, the medium-term

strategy developed and submitted to the Second Conference of the Parties by the

Secretariat proposes expanding the role of the Secretariat to include (1) becoming

a reference source and a source of scientific and technical analysis, (2) become

active in generating greater public awareness, and (3) serving as a driving force

in eliciting cooperative action (synergies) to ensure the implementation of the

Convention at the national, regional, and global levels. The medium-term strategy

presents concrete plans of action in each of these areas.

2. However, as indicated in the medium-term strategy (ICCD/COP(2)/6,paragraph

8), the Secretariat’s mandate does not make it an operational body. Furthermore,

under the terms of the Convention, the functions described above are assigned to

the Committee on Science and Technology and the Global Mechanism or are treated as

the duties of the parties to the Convention. Consequently, the Secretariat need not

become the essential body for all such matters. In light of the fact that the

functions described above are already allocated under the Convention in the manner

just stated, a medium-term strategy setting up the Secretariat itself as a full-

scale operational body is inappropriate in the first place. Moreover, any scheme

whereby the Secretariat would duplicate the duties of other bodies should be

avoided.

3. The following fundamental points are essential to the preparation of a medium-

term strategy.

i. The foremost priority should be to ensure that the Convention

Secretariat duly performs its basic duties as clearly stipulated in Article 23,

paragraph 2 of the Convention. In light of delays in the prior distribution of

documents from the Secretariat pertaining to the Second Conference of the Parties

to the Convention, for instance, the Secretariat’s performance in fulfilling its

basic responsibilities, as set forth in Article 23, paragraph 2(a), could be

regarded as less than adequate. Under the circumstances, it would be inadvisable

to add to the duties already borne by the Secretariat.

ii. The Convention Secretariat should clarify the allocation of duties to

the Committee on Science and Technology, the Global Mechanism, and the other bodies

established by the Convention. In addition, as stated in Article 23, paragraph 2(d)

of the convention, the Secretariat is expected to coordinate its activities with

the secretariats of other relevant international bodies and conventions. In order
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to make efficient use of the limited resources available and produce the greatest

possible results in the allocation of duties to the bodies mentioned, the

Secretariat should (1) make the greatest possible use of the knowledge and

experience of organizations that are already conducting activities related to the

effort to combat desertification and, (2) in order to avoid duplicating the

activities of these organisations identify the various bodies involved in efforts

to combat desertification, ascertain the results they have achieved, and conduct

a strategic investigation to determine which bodies might participate and how they

might share in the allocation of duties pursuant to the implementation of the

Convention.

4. With regard to the preparation of a medium-term strategy, the document

ICCD/COP(2)/6 is unsuitable as a basis for discussion, for the reasons stated in

section 2 above. The following are specific comments on the document in question.

i. Paragraph 11 (a) contains a reference to “degraded areas” an expression

which would include degraded land in areas other than those to which the Convention

applies, as stipulated in Article 1, sections (a) and (h). The wording should be

changed to “in degraded land in arid, semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas”.

ii. With regard to paragraph 34, in recognition of the importance of

ensuring that the Global Mechanism operates effectively and to avoid duplicating

other efforts, the respective functions of the Global Mechanism and the Convention

Secretariat should be more clearly delineated.

iii. Paragraph 39 discusses the participation of the Convention Secretariat

in the monitoring of particular pilot projects, the direct promotion of certain

innovative projects, and other such activities. This would lead to the enlargement

of the Secretariat’s workload, however, so the necessity of direct involvement by

the Secretariat in carrying out such projects should be carefully examined.

iv. Paragraph 47 contains a proposal under which a core scientific group

would be established at the headquarters of the Secretariat for the purpose of

“servicing” the Committee on Science and Technology. Scientific and technical

matters, however, are the responsibility of the Committee on Science and Technology

(as stated in Article 24 of the Convention), and since the services that the

Secretariat is called upon to provide in Article 23, paragraph 2(a) are understood

to be primarily practical duties, such as the distribution of documents and the

like, the necessity of establishing such a group within the Secretariat should be

carefully examined.

v. Paragraph 50 contains the suggestion that the Convention Secretariat

could plan the creation of a press office to promote public awareness. While we

consider it worthwhile to disseminate information in the Secretariat’s possession

related to the implementation of the Convention, the necessity of establishing a

separate press office for this purpose should be carefully examined, especially
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since information could be effectively disseminated by the Secretariat via the

Internet.

vi. Paragraph 52 refers to the Convention Secretariat’s plan to set up a

reference centre. It is more advisable, however, to make the greatest possible use

of existing facilities and resources. (There will be no need to establish such a

centre if, for example, reference information is made available via the Internet,

as suggested in comment 7 below). Furthermore, since both paragraph 52 and paragraph

53 are concerned with the provision of information systems, the concerns discussed

in both paragraphs should be studied together, in an effort to make the most

efficient use of the available resources.

vii. Paragraph 53 includes mention of the fact that the Convention

Secretariat has begun setting up an information and communication system utilizing

the Internet. In order to ensure that this system is fully utilized, consideration

should be given to providing more information, including information about the

preparation of action programmes and the status of implementation, as well as the

details of the action programmes themselves.

5. Japan would like to offer a cautionary reminder regarding budgetary matters.

Under the financial rules, the budget for the convention Secretariat must be

discussed and adopted on a biannual basis at the Conference of the Parties to the

Convention, and approval will not automatically be granted for a budget covering

the activities of the Secretariat included in its medium-term strategy.
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Paper Nr. 7 Switzerland

Convention de lutte contre la désertification (CLD)

Commentaires de la Suisse sur la *Stratégie à moyen terme pour le Secrétariat+,

document du Secrétariat, ICCD/COP(2)/6.

Conformément à la décision 7/COP.2 la Suisse présente ci-après les commentaires et

suggestions y référantes.

Remarques générales sur l’approche relative à la stratégie pour le Secrétariat de

la CLD.

Dans le texte de la CLD, c’est principalement l’article 23 de la CLD qui détermine

les fonctions du Secrétariat ; d’autres compétences de type * servicing + au sens

administratif ont été intégrées de manière ad hoc dans d’autres articles (art 9 ;

art 22.4 –5 et –7 ; art 30 CLD). Les Annexes attribuent une autre fonction plus

substantielle au Secrétariat : à la demande de pays touchés Parties le Secrétariat

permanent peut faciliter la convocation de réunion de coordination (art 18 pour

l’Afrique, art 8 pour l’Asie, art 7 pour l’Amérique Latine).

Les fonctions énumérées dans l’art 23 CLD sont pratiquement identiques à celles

attribuées aux Secrétariats des autres conventions issues de Rio, CDB et UNFCCC (art

24 CDB et art 8 UNFCCC). Ces conventions prévoient également de manière ad hoc

d’autres fonctions de servicing au sens administratif similaires à celles contenues

dans la CLD.

La CLD, comme la CDB et l’UNFCCC, prévoit que le Secrétariat *art. 23 (g) remplisse

les autres fonctions de secrétariat que la Conférence des Parties peut lui

assigner+. La voie juridique pour modifier les compétences du Secrétariat n’est pas

précisée i.e. décision ou amendement. La pratique de la CDB et UNFCCC est d’octroyer

des compétences complémentaires au Secrétariat au cas par cas et par le biais de

décisions. Ces fonctions ont d’ailleurs par la suite été régulièrement précisées

dans les décisions des CoP ultérieures. En somme, la CDB et l’UNFCCC ont une

approche progressive, dans laquelle de Secrétariat sur requête de la CoP, propose

dans un document un travail de fond et, éventuellement, qu’il soit chargé de

fonctions complémentaires pour aider à l’exécution de ce travail ; puis si la CoP

juge que le travail doit être fait, elle entérine la proposition, et, si elle le

juge adéquat, donne des fonctions complémentaires au Secrétariat ou à un autre

organe de la Convention.

Il est évident que les fonctions du Secrétariat vont évoluer et le texte de la CLD

prévoit, -de même que pour la CDB et la UNFCCC-, que la CoP peut octroyer d’autres

fonctions que celles prévues lors de l’adoption de l’instrument juridique. Une telle

évolution progressive, telle qu'initiée par les deux conventions sœurs de la CLD,

présente les avantages manifestes suivants :
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1. Les Parties savent où elles vont : le texte des conventions issues de Rio

nécessite d’être précisé tant au niveau du contenu des obligations mises à la charge

des Parties qu’au niveau institutionnel (quel mécanisme de compliance mettre en

place ? Quel organe fait quoi ?). L’approche progressive permet aux Parties de mieux

suivre l’évolution de toutes les incertitudes contenues dans l’instrument juridique

en fonction de l’évolution de circonstances extérieures.

2. Il y a une évolution parallèle du contenu des obligations et de la structure

institutionnelle de la convention : il convient d’abord de déterminer ce qui doit

être fait avant de décider qui doit le faire afin d’éviter que par le biais de

l’attribution de compétences, les Parties en fait développent/modifient le contenu

de leurs obligations (et donc de la Convention) sans en prendre pleinement

conscience.

3. L’approche progressive permet de mieux cibler quel organe est le plus à même

d’exécuter une fonction. Ainsi, le cadre institutionnel a plus de chance d’être

clair : cela permet d’éviter duplications et lacunes.

4. Les Parties ont un plus grand contrôle au niveau financier : dans la CDB et

l’UNFCCC, il arrive à la CoP de devoir préciser, lorsqu’elle décide d’attribuer une

fonction complémentaire au Secrétariat, si des moyens additionnels doivent être mis

à disposition par les Parties (dans le budget ou de manière volontaire) ou non.

L’approche proposée par le Secrétariat de la CLD dans la *Stratégie à moyen terme+

ne peut pas offrir les mêmes avantages car celle-ci présente un cadre d’attributions

de fonctions et de champs d’activités qui vont bien au-delà des dispositions de la

Convention.

Dans la décision 7/COP.2, la COP a requis du secrétariat la préparation d’un nouveau

document pour lequel il sera important de tenir compte des principes énoncés ci-

après :

• la COP est l’organe suprême de la Convention ;

• les fonctions du Secrétariat sont dans la Convention : il s’agit de fonctions

de * servicing + i.e. pas de fonctions opérationnelles à moins qu’elles ne

soient expressément prévues ;

• la COP peut donner d’autres fonctions au Secrétariat : par le biais d’une

décision, ou par le biais d’un amendement de la CLD si ces nouvelles

fonctions sont une altération de la CLD. S’il y a amendement, il y a un

risque au niveau de sa ratification ;

• la mise en œuvre de la CLD revient aux Parties ;

• si la COP requiert une analyse/étude de la part de Secrétariat, celui-ci doit

soumettre un document étayant ses propositions i.e. le Secrétariat ne doit

pas simplement émettre un jugement, mais établir des faits, justifications

à l’appui. Ainsi, avant de conclure que les Parties ont besoin d’un organe

de soutien, le Secrétariat doit le démontrer ; similairement, avant de

proposer des nouvelles fonctions à son attention, le Secrétariat doit
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démontrer que ces nouvelles fonctions sont, non seulement nécessaires en

application de, mais compatibles avec le contenu de la CLD ou d’une décision

de la COP (base juridique solide), que sur la base de la structure

institutionnelle actuelle il existe une lacune ou des chevauchements de

compétence à éliminer et que le Secrétariat est le mieux à même d’exercer ces

nouvelles fonctions.

Sur la base de ces principes et d’une approche progressive, le Secrétariat pourrait

soumettre une stratégie à moyen terme basée sur le texte de la CLD ou des décisions

adoptées à chaque COP, dans laquelle la COP aurait également à se prononcer sur les

implications financières. Par exemple, le Secrétariat pourrait proposer une

stratégie pour mettre en œuvre l’article 23.2 c) dans laquelle il proposerait à la

COP comment la *facilitation+ d’assistance pourrait être, sur demande, réalisée ;

de même pour ce qui concerne la *facilitation+, sur demande, de la convocation des

processus de consultations sous les Annexe régionales. Il est en effet clair que

les fonctions du Secrétariat dans ce deux cas devraient être précisées.

Berne, le 30.04.99
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Paper Nr. 8 Turkey

As a CCD Party, Turkey’s opinions related to the Document with number

ICCD/COP(2)/L.39 are as follows:

At 1  COP, according to Decision 10, it was suggested to discuss, whether it isst

necessary for additional procedures or institutional mechanisms, in order to be

helpful for systematic review of the implementation of the Convention. At 1  COP,st

Republic of Tanzania representing Group 77 and China, suggested (A/AC.241/L.41) to

found a committee named as “Committee on the Review of the Implementation of the

Convention (CRIC)” so as to observe and evaluate the implementation of the

Convention. This suggestion was repeated by Indonesia representing Group 77 and

China during 2  COP (ICCD/COP(2)/L.9).nd

It is approved to constitute the relevant committee that was supported during both

1  and 2  COP. However, it will be more appropriate to determine the functions ofst nd

this committee and the Secretariat so designated that duplications will never be

seen.

Turkey’s opinions related to the Documents ICCD/COP(2)/L.38 and ICCD/COP(2)/6 that

concern Medium-term Strategy of the Secretariat are as follows:

Related documents are examined and they are generally found to be appropriate. In

addition, Secretariat should aim to contribute to the solution of financial and

strategically difficulties of especially developing countries where National Action

Plans and Regional Programmes are being prepared.

Moreover, the role of the Secretariat in the development of Regional Programmes for

Annex IV that also includes Turkey should be increased.

The Secretariat should also help to constitute necessary legal arrangements about

combating desertification in Parties and it should co-operate with investing and

implementing organizations in these countries.
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Paper Nr. 9 Uzbekistan

Republic of Uzbekistan

Cabinet of Ministers

Main Administration of Hydrometeorology

(Glavgidromet)

Considering the solution T/COP.2 and the materials on “Medium term strategy of

Secretariat” (ICCD/COP(2)/6), Glavgidromet of Republic of Uzbekistan supports the

all strategic directions of Secretariat activities, concerning with the

implementation of Convention to Combat Desertification and the suggestions on its

program.

Glavgidromet approves the strategic directions of Secretariat on 1999-2000 period,

six main directions of the program of actions, the scheme of program of actions of

Convention Secretariat and also the objectivity’s in the field of implementation

of Convention and the role of secretariat in their realisation.

Glavgidromet considers that the realisation of Medium term strategy on practice with

the help of new strategies, institutional situation, joint work and cooperation

makes a valuable contribution to combat desertification and consequences of drought

in all areas, subject to this process.
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 Article 18, par.4/Africa Annex; Article 8, para.3/Asia Annex; Article 7,2

para.2/Latin America and the Caribbean Annex.

Paper Nr. 10 European Community

Submission by Germany

On behalf of the European Community and its Member States

1. The signing of the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (CCD)

in October 1994 clearly reflects the determination of the international community

to give new impetus to internationally co-ordinated efforts for improving the

quality of life of people who live in arid, semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas and

are dependent on natural resources that are under threat of degradation.

2. To work towards this end as effectively as possible, the Convention, inter

alia, defines and assigns specific roles and obligations to all the relevant players

within the context of the Convention.

3. The Secretariat constitutes one prominent element of that framework. A

separate provision of the convention deals exclusively with the responsibilities

of the Permanent Secretariat (Article 23). It follows from this article that the

Secretariat is mandated, first and foremost, to serve the Conference of the Parties

(COP) and to interact, on their behalf, with other relevant international bodies

and conventions. Six of the seven functions delineated in Article 23 relate to these

kinds of “classic” convention secretariat functions. As the supreme authority, only

the COP is entitled to assign additional tasks to the Permanent Secretariat (Article

23, para.2(g)). However, such additional tasks can only be defined and undertaken

if the COP takes a formal and concrete decision on this matter.

4. The only provision which goes beyond such COP-related secretarial functions

is Article 23, para.2(c). This provision authorises the Permanent Secretariat “to

facilitate assistance to affected developing country Parties, on request,

particularly those in Africa, in the compilation and communication of information

required under the Convention”. This provision should be seen in connection with

the Convention’s regional annexes for Africa, Asia and Latin America and the

Caribbean. According to the relevant articles in these annexes , affected country2

Parties may, pursuant to article 23 of the Convention, request the Secretariat to

facilitate the convocation of consultative processes at the national, sub-regional

and regional level. These articles provide an exhaustive list of tasks with which

the Parties referred to in the three annexes may entrust the Secretariat, namely

(a) providing advice on the organisation of effective consultative/co-ordination

arrangements, drawing on experiences from other such arrangements, (b) providing

information to relevant bilateral and multilateral agencies concerning
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consultative/co-ordination meetings or processes, and encouraging their active

involvement, and (c) providing other information that may be relevant in

establishing or improving consultative arrangements/co-ordination processes.

5. The European Community and its Member States (EU) welcome the fact that some

of these typical secretariat functions are indeed explicitly mentioned in document

ICCD/COP(2)/6 as part of the first pillar, Providing core secretariat services. In

paragraph 26, for example, it is highlighted that the provision of institutional

and logistic support for the organisation of the Conference of the Parties is a

fundamental task of the Secretariat. In addition, paragraph 28 emphasises that the

Secretariat would have to ensure normal contacts with the secretariats of the main

agencies involved in the Convention process as well as the principal non-

governmental organisations. Paragraph 29, which deals with the Secretariat’s role

in evaluating the progress of Convention implementation, is yet another case in

point. The EU reaffirms its conviction, as supported by Decision 11/COP.1, that the

Secretariat is indeed the appropriate body to facilitate and support the effective

assessment of progress towards attaining the objectives of the Convention.

6. The effective and timely discharge of these functions is a true challenge for

the Secretariat. The EU wishes to express its appreciation to the Secretariat for

all its efforts to fulfill this important mandate and urges it to continue these

efforts vigorously. In the view of the EU, the Secretariat plays an essential role

in preparing the review of the implementation of the Convention which is to be

carried out by the COP. Through Decision 11/COP.1, the Secretariat has been

commissioned to compile and synthesise the reports submitted by the analytical task

in the sense of providing information on the progress made with regard to

implementation by reporting, after the third ordinary session and following every

subsequent ordinary session of the COP, on the conclusions of the review process.

Furthermore, the Secretariat has to carry out the important task of servicing the

CST in various areas. The EU acknowledges the previous work undertaken and supports

continuous efforts of the Secretariat to effectively discharge this function by,

inter alia, organising the periodic meetings, including the Bureau meeting (Decision

15/COP.1, para.9), as well as the forthcoming ad hoc panel meetings of the CST, by

establishing contacts with existing research institutions which have the relevant

information needed for the CST to work effectively, and by facilitating linkages

between the CST and the international scientific community.

7. Apart from these core Secretariat functions, however, the EU is of the opinion

that most of the remaining areas of intervention, as outlined in document

ICCD/COP(2)/6, go beyond the set of functions the Convention deliberately devolves

to the Secretariat. This assessment of the EU is described in more detail in Annex

1.

8. The EU wishes to contribute to determining the role of the Secretariat as the

Convention matures and gradually enters into the phase of implementation. All such

deliberations have to take into account the functions the Convention assigns to

other players, in particular to the Parties themselves, the Convention bodies
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(including the Global Mechanism), the existing national, sub-regional,

international, intergovernmental, scientific and non-governmental organisations,

information systems, clearing-houses as well as bilateral and multilateral financial

mechanisms.

9. The EU could support the following forms of intervention to be carried out

by the Secretariat:

(a) The Secretariat could function as an advocate in the sense of creating

awareness for the strategic and innovative elements embodied in the Convention.

Given the fact that the CCD is not yet sufficiently recognised as an important

instrument for development planning and international co-operation by relevant

national (e.g. ministries responsible for international development co-operation)

and international bodies or processes, the Secretariat could, pursuant to Article

23. Para. 2.(g), be commissioned with very targeted outreach, information and

sensitisation activities. This would help to tackle the visible obstacles to

effectively implementing the Convention, such as the frequently missing link between

the CCD process and decision-making on key issues of national development (e.g.

sector policies) on the one hand and international development co-operation on the

other. In practical terms, this could mean that the Secretariat tries to approach

in good time established multilateral co-ordination mechanisms (such as UNDP Round

Tables or Consultative Groups of the World Bank) so as to make sure that adequate

attention be given to the cross-cutting issues of the CCD. This would also help to

ensure that the strategic elements, the innovative approaches as well as the

methodological framework which the CCD offers for other environmental Conventions

are integrated into these various co-ordination and consultative processes.

(b) The Secretariat could play a facilitating role in terms of the exchange

of relevant information between the crucial players within the CCD process

(“information brokering”). The assignment of this responsibility would have to be

well balanced, taking into full account the ongoing activities of other institutions

and agencies so as to make sure that the Secretariat is put in a position to add

value. For example, this could mean focusing on networking and on guiding those who

need to gain access to the relevant sources by setting up “smart links”.

10. The EU suggests that the third session of the COP might reach agreement on

this item, on the basis of a realistic plan of concrete activities of the

Secretariat over a fixed period in the areas of intervention outlined above. The

EU would welcome the views of other parties on this suggestion.
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Annex 1

Further deliberations of the European Community and its Member States (EU) on

Document ICCD/COP(2)/6

In the view of the EU, most of the proposed areas of intervention as outlined in

document ICCD/COP(2)/6 go beyond the set of functions the Convention assigns to the

Secretariat.

1. For example, still under the umbrella of the core Secretariat services (pillar

one), document ICCD/COP(2)/6 proposes, as a medium-term strategy, the setting up

of a system for inter-agency co-ordination comprising various institutions and

agencies. It is suggested that the CCD Secretariat be the catalyst within this new

machinery. In the second pillar, facilitating CCD implementation programming

processes, it is proposed that the Secretariat act as an intermediary in the process

of consultation by, inter alia, organising and programming consultative meetings

leading to partnership agreements (cf. paras. 21 and 34). Also, the Secretariat

intends to play an active role in ensuring consistency between national programmes

and the approaches recommended by the Convention (cf.para.33).

2. The EU is convinced that, first, there is no need to create a new

“superstructure” for co-ordination of relevant organisations at the international

level. Second, neither the spirit nor the letter of the Convention designate the

Secretariat to take up co-ordinating functions at the national level. Rather, in

appreciation of their sovereignty and in knowledge of their own capabilities, the

Convention deliberately assigns these tasks of co-ordination and carrying out

consultative processes to the affected country Parties and, as appropriate, to other

existing bilateral and multilateral development agencies in light of the fact that

those institutions have already gained a great deal of experience in this field (cf.

Article 18, para. 1 and 3/Africa Annex; Article 8, para. 1 and 2/Asia Annex; Article

7, para. 1/Latin America and the Caribbean Annex). The Convention explicitly

emphasises that in these processes the Secretariat may, on request, play a

supportive role, namely by facilitating the convocation of such consultative

processes and co-ordination meetings (cf. Article 18, para. 4/Africa Annex; Article

8, para. 3/Asia Annex; Article 7, par. 2/Latin America and the Caribbean Annex).

To this end, the Secretariat shall, inter alia, provide advice on the organisation

of effective consultative and co-ordination arrangement. However, the envisaged

active role of the Secretariat in organising and programming these consultative

meetings is clearly not in line with the provisions of the Convention.

3. This assessment also applies to pillars three, four and five of document

ICCD/COP(2)/6.

4. As regards pillar three, supporting participatory development and involvement

of civil society, it is undisputed that full participation of all stakeholders at

all levels, particularly at the local level, constitutes one of the elementary

guidelines and objectives of the Convention. However, with regard to attaining
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progress in this area, the Convention explicitly refers to the Parties and not to

the Secretariat. Parties shall, among other things, encourage non-governmental

organisations as prominent advocates of civil society to support the elaboration,

implementation and follow-up of national action programmes (cf. Article 9, para.3).

The latter shall also focus on approaches to increasing the participation of local

populations and communities, including more responsibility for management (cf. e.g.

Article 8, para.2(c)/Africa Annex).

5. As far as pillar four, capacity building for national focal points’

leadership, is concerned, document ICCD/COP(2)/6 suggests that the Secretariat be

involved in designing specific training programmes and strategies for the

development of human capacity to handle the tasks and obligations of the convention.

In addition, it is proposed that the Secretariat becomes active in the mobilisation

of financial resources to support the implementation of these training strategies.

6. The EU is of the opinion that this proposal is not in harmony with the

provisions of the Convention. First, the Convention addresses the Parties and not

the Secretariat to take the necessary operational steps to foster capacity building,

through, for example, local people’s full participation at all levels or by

strengthening training and research capacity at the national level in the field of

desertification and drought (cf. Article 19, para. 1(a), (b)). Second, the EU wants

to recall decision 24/COP.1, through which the Parties mandate the Global Mechanism

to facilitate the mobilisation of financial resources. In the view of the EU, this

mandate also refers to facilitating the mobilisation of financial resources to

support the implementation of certain kinds of capacity building efforts (cf.

document ICCD/COP(2)/6, paras. 41 through 43).

7. In pillar five, setting up appropriate mechanisms for user driven science and

technology, it is proposed that the Secretariat establish a network which embraces

the relevant scientific and technological centres dealing with desertification

issues (cf. para. 46). The EU is sceptical whether this can really be considered

an area of intervention for the Secretariat. These concerns are expressed on the

grounds that the Convention commits the Parties, first and foremost, to fully

utilising relevant existing national, sub-regional, regional and international

information systems and clearing-houses for the dissemination of information on

available technologies (Article 18, para.1, (a)).

8. The EU also takes a reserved view of the idea of setting up a core scientific

group at the headquarters of the Secretariat. The Convention is strongly committed

to capitalising on existing institutions and sources of expertise, not least in

order to avoid duplication. The EU takes the view that there is, in fact, enough

scientific expertise available (e.g. through institutions such as OSS, CGIAR, UNDP,

etc) which the Secretariat could readily draw upon with regard to its recognised

role in servicing the Committee on Science and Technology (CST).
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9. The same reasoning holds for the EU’s reservations towards the proposal within

the sixth pillar, facilitating knowledge development and information exchange, that

a reference centre be established in the Secretariat (cf. para. 52).
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Paper Nr. 11 The Group of 77 and China

BACKGROUND

1- The Second Session of the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations

Convention to Combat Desertification held in Dakar, SENEGAL, from 30 November to

11 December 1998 adopted Decision 7/COP.2 on "Medium-Term Strategy of the

Secretariat". The Conference of the Parties on operative paragraph 2 of the Decision

“Requests the Executive Secretary to elaborate a new document on the Medium-Term

Strategy of the Secretariat based on comments, suggestions and proposals made during

the Second Session of the Conference of the Parties as well as on written

submissions by the Parties no later than 30 April 1999, and to submit that document

and a compendium to the Conference of the Parties for consideration",

2- Pursuant to the Decision 7/COP.2, G77 and CHINA would like to contribute to

the elaboration of a new document on the Medium-Term Strategy of the UNCCD

Secretariat on written submissions.

INTRODUCTION

1- This document presents a strategic framework for the UNCCD Secretariat in

implementing the Convention provisions, and the Conference of the Parties decisions,

including its subsidiary bodies recommendations.

2- The purpose of a strategic framework is to serve as a tool in the planning

of the Permanent Secretariat activities. Specifically, it provides Secretariat with

guidelines for designing and implementing of a programme of action. The strategic

framework will also serve as an information source for Parties and all those

interested in Secretariat activities. 

3- Finally, the strategic framework should be valid for overtime but the

programme of action should be update time to time.

4- The need for Permanent Secretariat to develop this strategy reflects five main

ideas:

• the interim Secretariat has completed its work in discharging the role

assigned to it to help in preparing for application of the Convention

and prompting states to ratify it,

• the implementation of the Convention must be promoted by the

Secretariat, in accordance with the provisions and under the leadership

of the Conference of the Parties,
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• the effort to combat desertification and to mitigate the effects of

drought has become an essential dimension of development programmes in

affected developing countries,

• the development of synergies in order to tackle desertification, land

degradation and drought problems, and to do so in ways, which provide

positive conditions and incentives to the various parties, involved to

participate willingly.

CONTEXT

5- The worldwide effort to combat and reverse the processes of desertification

and land degradation, and mitigate drought in arid, semi-arid and dry subhumid areas

have substantial implications because of the geographical scope of these processes,

the number of countries affected and the population groups who are the victims. They

therefore stand at the heart of the strategies pursued by the international

community to eradicate poverty, create propitious conditions for sustainable

development and save the biosphere from the threats it faces. The UNCCD, which has

now been ratified by the majority of the United Nations member countries, bears

witness to the universal resolve to translate into new strategies, institutional

arrangements and appropriate machinery for concerted action and cooperation the

determination of the Parties and all actors to respond to this challenge.

6- The objectives of the Convention are to combat desertification and land

degradation, and mitigate the effects of drought in affected countries. These

objectives are to be met through effective action at all levels, supported by

international cooperation and partnership arrangements, within the framework of an

integrated approach consistent with Agenda 21, with a view to contributing to the

eradication of poverty and the achievement of sustainable development in affected

areas.

7- The UNCCD is to be implemented through National Action Programmes (NAP's)

which, inter alia, promote:

(I) Preventive measures;

(II) Climatologic, meteorological and hydrological capabilities;

(III) Capacity building and institutional strengthening;

(IV) Effective participation of people living in affected areas,

(V) Mobilization and channeling of resources for the implementation at all

levels,

(VI) Regular review/assessment of action undertaken. The Convention is also

to be implemented through Subregional Action Programmes (SRAPs) and

Regional Action Programmes (RAP's), which have the same basic features

of the NAP's.
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8- The Convention joins other international legal instruments, which strive to

remedy the hurt sustained by the planet. But it is also an innovative instrument

in that it has set itself the role of relocating a clearly circumscribed problem

in the context of sustainable development in the affected countries. The Convention

encourages further coordination of activities carried out under its auspices and

other international agreements, and notes the trend in the commitments, of the

international community to deal with problems of the environment and development

in an integrated manner.

9- The thrust of the Convention is to stress that it is not to be seen as

initiating a separated programme to combat desertification and mitigate the effects

of drought, but that efforts towards this objective should be seen as an element

in country's overall development plans. That is, this Convention is as much a

developmental as an environmental undertaking. In this context, the medium-term

strategy which the Secretariat propose to pursue going forward should view as an

effort to mainstream its activities, to increase and improve the action of all

actors and partners interested to combat desertification and mitigate the effects

of drought. 

MISSION STATEMENT / ROLE OF THE SECRETARIAT

10- The UNCCD entered into force on 26 December 1996. Through it, the Parties and

signatory countries acknowledging that desertification and drought are problems of

global dimension in that they affect all regions of the world and that joint action

of the international community is needed to combat desertification and/or mitigate

the effects of drought, as well as its social, economic and political implications,

enacted legal provisions which refer expressly to general and specific obligations,

relating to development and integrated action. In this respect, the Convention

contains many provisions which refer to integrated approaches, methodologies,

specific and global measures which will make it possible to combat desertification

effectively and enhance efforts to mitigate the effects of drought.

11- However, the Convention has yet to find a true identity, understood as the

way in which it will be perceived by the actors concerned as an effective instrument

for combating desertification and mitigating the effects of drought. The Secretariat

constitutes one of the key institutions established by the Convention. Indeed, the

Secretariat is expected to perform, inter alia servicing, facilitating and support

functions, in accordance with the provisions of the Convention. It is clear that

the mandate, which the Secretariat has been given, does not make it an operational

body.

12- Like the other Conventions Secretariats, this one service the Conference of

the Parties (COP) by arranging its meetings, preparing documents, coordinating with

other relevant bodies, compiling and transmitting information.
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13- The Permanent Secretariat shall also facilitate consultations, assistance to

affected developing country Parties, particularly those in Africa, on request, in

the compilation and communication of information required under the Convention, and

the convocation of consultative processes aim to the conclusions of partnership

agreements.

14- Further, the Permanent Secretariat shall support appropriate measures and

activities that contribute to take relevant provisions of the Convention into

consideration, to promote the most of the comparative advantages of the Convention,

and to ensure sustainable mobilization of the international community in tackling

the challenge of combating desertification and mitigating the effects of drought.

Country Parties, notably affected developing country Parties can rely on the

Secretariat for information or advice on.

15- It is important to underline that the functions above can only be discharged

realistically by taking into consideration not only the actual resources available

to the Secretariat in responding to demand for services, facilitation and supports,

but also the perception of the needs of the Parties, which recent experience has

highlighted.

ELEMENTS OF THE STRATEGY

16- Secretariat's strategy for the implementation of the Convention consists of

two major elements:

- The first is based on the premise that through the effective

implementation of the Convention, affected country Parties, in particular

developing countries can realize the full potential contribution to

sustainable development. This potential includes poverty eradication, public

awareness, promotion of the role of women and other major groups, involvement

of NGO's and other components of civil society and support for services;

- The second is based on the fact that affected developing countries can

rely on it for information or advice on.

17- Three main-ideas have emerged in characterizing strategy around which the

various spheres of activity of a medium-term action programme might be structured.

These ideas are those of "reference", “advocacy" and "synergy". In keeping with

these ideas, the Secretariat shall:

(a) Serve as a source of reference to Parties on how to access to scientific

and technical data and analysis and perform a clearing house functions,

(b) Put itself forward as an advocate of awareness creation among actors

and public opinion concerning the challenges presented by the need to combat

desertification and mitigate the effects of drought in the context of sustainable

development;
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(c) Serve as one of a driving force for the creation of synergies in the

context of cooperation., particularly at the international and regional levels for

the  implementation of the Convention.

18- Such main-ideas will enable the Secretariat to evaluate the implementation

of its programme of action. On this basis, it will be possible to decide whether

this role and these functions are indeed in keeping new phase of Convention

implementation. That pragmatism must prevail and that all the initial ideas may be

reassessed as the perceptions of the Parties to the Convention evolue.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

19- The overall goals and objectives of the strategy are to foster and promote

the effective implementation of the Convention, Particularly in developing countries

with the objectives of enabling activities and projects related to combat

desertification and mitigate the effects of drought to contribute significantly to

sustainable development of affected country Parties.

20- In that spirit, the Secretariat shall act as follows:

(a) Promote linkages and partnerships to advance the effective

implementation of the Convention;

(b) Work, at the request of Governments, and in keeping with the strategic

focus of the Convention, as a catalyst for the initiatives of the Parties, the

scientific community, the intergovernmental agencies and the non-governmental

organizations involved in restoring agro-ecological balance in the arid, semi-arid,

dry subhumid or degraded areas,

(c) Help to take the necessary steps to strengthen the capabilities for

implementation of the Convention,

(d) Advocate the application of the participatory approaches as well as the

cooperation machinery in order to allow the maximization of the specific measures

designed to combat desertification and the degradation of arid, semi-arid and dry

subhumid lands and to mitigate the effects of drought;

(e) Establish a networking mechanism to promote between sessions of the

Conference of the Parties, regular dialogue between Secretariat and other public

and private organizations, including universities, involved in the implementation

of the Convention;

(f) Contribute to the creation of an iterative process of follow-up and

evaluation of the implementation of the Convention and continuously improve its own

efficiency and the relevance of its activities, under the guidance of the Conference

of the Parties,
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21- The application of the strategy will vary from one region or country to

another, but the common essential characteristic will be an integrated approach to

the implementation of the Convention. The approach taken by the Secretariat should

also be conformed with the following criteria:

- Continuity. The strategy builds on interim Secretariat experience, in

particular those that have successfully advanced Secretariat's

functions and role,

- Financial feasibility. Projected activities should be in relation or

adequacy to budgetary limits; and

- Increase emphasis on effectiveness and efficiency. This Strategy

contains elements that contribute to improvement of the Secretariat's

work.

AREAS OF INTERVENTION

22- This strategy recommends five major areas of intervention in implementation

of the Convention when considering Secretariat initiatives and activities The five

major arm of intervention can also be understood, as categories of activity. In this

way, these categories of activity constitute the practical underpinnings of the

three main ideas of the strategy. The areas of intervention or categories of

activity are as follow:

(a) First area: "Providing core secretariat services";

(b) Second area: "Facilitating CCD implementation programming processes,

including supporting participatory development and involvement of civil society";

(c) Third area.: "Establishing a framework for national focal points

leadership”;

(d) Fourth area: "Developing knowledge bases for user driven science and

technology”;

(e) Fifth area: "Facilitating dissemination of information and knowledge,

and exchange of information".

FIRST AREA: PROVIDING CORE SECRETARIAT SERVICES

23- In keeping with relevant provisions of the Convention, the action undertaken

under this heading will essentially be aimed providing the Conference of the Parties

and the related bodies with the services functionally devolving on the Secretariat.

Such services include institutional, legal and logistic support required for the

smooth operation of the Conference of the Parties and its subsidiary bodies,

especially the Committee of Science and Technology. They also include liaison and
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external relations' functions as well as administrative and budgetary functions.

Lastly, they relate to the political aspects of coordination. In this regard, and

bearing in mind the very broad provisions of the Convention concerning sustainable

development, the Secretariat would appear to be expected to become a source of

reference in a network of interactions with the other Conventions relating to the

environment and sustainable development.

SECOND AREA: FACILITATING CCD IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMMING PROCESSES. INCLUDING

SUPPORTING PARTICIPATORY DEVELOPMENT AND INVOLVEMENT OF CIVIL SOCIETY

24- In keeping with relevant provisions of the Convention, as well as with

appropriate articles of the regional annexes, the action undertaken in this area

will be aimed at advocating the Parties to the Convention to draw up their own

programmes of action. The Secretariat will contribute to facilitate the processes

of consultation go that these programmes can secure the support of international

cooperation agencies and partnership agreements. In this area the Secretariat will

be also the center of reference in taking stock of action undertaken and evaluate

its impact on the implementation of the Convention. Further, the action undertaken

in this area will in various forms, facilitate support to the policies and

strategies decided on by the Parties to the Convention in order to broaden the field

of the participatory approaches and to secure ever greater involvement by civil

society in the process of sustainable development. The Secretariat can act in

various ways to facilitate support to the application of measures directed towards

this end.

THIRD AREA: ESTABLISHING A FRAMEWORK FOR NATIONAL FOCAL POINTS LEADERSHIP.

25- Implementation of the Convention poses great challenges to affected developing

countries both in the realization of new opportunities and the management of the

new responsibilities. For all affected countries the first item on the agenda is

the elaboration of National Action Programme, and the formulation of strategies that

identify the nature and level of assistance required. In this context the aim is,

in conjunction with national focal point, to keep the momentum provided by the

Convention elaboration process and to sensitize all actors concerned by the

implementation to the need to continue to follow the new strategy under the

provisions of the Convention. It involves promotional activities by national focal

points, which will initiate and promote dialogue at all levels and mobilize support

for the new approach from scientists in various disciplines, public and private

sector partners and the community at large. This will provide a useful opportunity

to capture the attention of key groups and actors. The national focal points must

sustain their promotional effort over long period, and, through advocacy, obtain

the involvement of the relevant groups and disciplines. In this context, the

Secretariat should facilitate contact and create linkage among national focal points

as well as facilitate training and educational support. Indeed the action undertaken

in this area will also make the Secretariat possible to help national focal points

in their work, both through the dissemination of information and through support
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in the preparation and updating of National Action Programmes and the reports

submitted to the Conference of the Parties. 

FOURTH AREA: DEVELOPING KNOWLEDGE BASES FOR USER DRIVEN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

26- Effective implementation of the Convention must be supported by adequate

scientific data and appropriate technology. In affected developing countries,

adequate scientific data and appropriate technology are lacking. This constitutes

one of the most critical implementation problem. The action undertaken in this area

will be aimed at creating a durable, but flexible mechanism for promoting the

coordination of issues related to science and technology. This should be

accomplished by involving and networking existing structures with the objective of

developing a system that facilitates the interaction of actors, partners,

researchers and the community at large in managing research on desertification, land

degradation and drought issues, and in applying the results of such research. In

other words, this action will involve the establishment of an interactive

communication network by means of which the users can be linked to the scientific

and technical bodies with expertise in the field of efforts to combat

desertification and land degradation, and to mitigate the effects of drought. A

leading role will fall to the Committee on Science and Technology.

FIFTH AREA: FACILITATING DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION AND EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION

27- Without appropriate use of information and their technologies at all levels

of decision-making, Parties to the Conversation, in particular affected developing

country Parties and other actors, and researchers alike will continue to improvise

in their efforts to combat desertification and land degradation, and to mitigate

the effects of drought. Therefore, the Secretariat shall adopt as one of its high

priorities the strengthening of the development of information on the implementation

of the Convention, it means on what countries are doing in the framework of the

implementation, and to facilitate access to knowledge about relevant technologies,

including the dissemination of knowledge and Information among Parties, actors,

partners, farmers, scientists, communities and policy-makers. The goal will be

essentially to prompt collective awareness of the worldwide risks arising from

desertification, land degradation and the effects of drought. This action will be

based on diversified communication strategies, which applied by the Secretariat.

28- Finally, a monitoring and evaluation process must be included in every aspect

of the five areas of intervention. This will ensure that efforts have maximal impact

and will indicate, if necessary, the need for mid-corrections The five areas of

intervention represent a "check-list" of activities that need to be considered in

the programme of action for the Secretariat of the Convention. The list does not

imply a linear progression from one item to the next; rather Permanent Secretariat

may use these areas of intervention as guidelines for developing and operating its

programme of action.

-----


